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PREFACE
This paper is being prese .ted in thr ee distinct parts. Each
section deals with fisheries development in Somalia, East Africa,
past, present and future, The first section focuses on a
project proposal by a World Bank / U.N. FAO joint effort. This
proposal exemplifies a traditional approach to development,
This traditional approach will be defined and then evaluated.
The second section is a report of the authors consultancy to the
Somali government concerning the development of the fisheries
within the Coastal Development Projects jurisdicton. The
approach emp loyed was one of first defining the problem and then
working on solutions. This section is being offered as a
c ompa r i s o n t o t e fir t .
The third section focuses o n a particular portion of Somalia~s
fishing ind s t r y , n e l th ~ i _.d l g e nou s boatbuilding industry.
This section is an effort to d e 'e lop a development strategy which
avoids some of the p t fa : 's ?o i n t d out in the first section on
traditional deve lopment wh ' _e incorporating the lessons learned
a d desc r ibed on the second s ction.
Any comment or questions would be welcomed for discussion and
may be direc ed to:
Bruce Barbour
P.O. Box 783
Wakefield, RI
02880
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SOMALIA - FACTS AND FIGURES
Population - 6,124,000
60% nomads
20% settled rural dwellers
20%urban dwellers
Work Force - 2,200,000
82% agricultural
13% industry and commerce
5% government
Budget - $380 million (US)
29% military
GNP - 1.884 billion (1982)
Annual Growth Rate - 9.6% (IMF estimate)
Inflation - 24.4% (1983)
Arable Land - 13%
1.2% - cultivated
Exports - $167 million
80% livestock
2% fish
7% crops
Imports - $510 Million
food grains, oil, industrial products
Aid Dispersed (1981) - $353 million
- U.S. AID $70 million (1981)
- 1980 mi litary access agreement signed with U.S.
Classified by U.N. - Least-developed Country
Annual Per Capita Consumtion of Fish - 0.2 kg.
Abbreviations
COP
FAO
GRP
JICA
ODA
NECFISH
Sosh
SMP
USAID
GOS
IFC
Bank
OECD
Coastal Development Agency
Food and Agriculture Organization, United Nations
GRP Products, name of a Somali/Swedish
joint-venture fiberglass boat factory
Japanese aid organization
British Overseas Development Agency
North East Coastal Fisheries project, World Bank
Somali schilling
Somali Marine Products, fish factory in Kismayo
U. S. Agency for International Development
Government of Somalia
International FInance Corporation
World Bank
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development
Exchange rates
In January 1985, the Somali Schilling (Sosh) was devalued.
official government exchange:
floating bank rate, May 185 :
37 Sosh/ 1 $US
83 Sosh/ 1 $US
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PJ~.R 'r I
FISHERIES EXPLORATION/PILOT PROJECT
An Analyses of a Traditional Approach to Fisheries Development.
INTRODUCTION
The 1981 Somalia Agricultrual Sector Review identified the
underutilized, underdeveloped fisheries resources as a potential
area for development. At the request of the Somalian
government, the FAa/World Bank Cooperative Program sent a mission
to Somalia in January 1981 to study the potential for a fisheries
development project. SUbsequently in March 1982 the Bank and
the IFC sent a second mission to Somalia to identify ways to
achieve better coordination among aid organizations in the
fisheries sector and to encourage private sector involvement.
This culminated in a project to create a "legally separate but
integrated private sector Somali Companies to develop the
exploitation of the Somali fish resources."(l) The companies
proposed would be jointly owned by the Somali government,
international financial institutions, Somali private business
interests and a foreign technical partner. This Government of
Somalia (GaS) proposal was again reviewed by the International
Finance Corporations/International Development Agency (IFC/IDA)
which concluded that there were still too many risks involved to
attract "conventional commercial investment". (2) These
uncertainties and risks led the IDA to recommend an
exploratory/pilot project. This section of the paper will first
describe the general approach and assumptions incorporated into
this World Bank/FAa project proposal. The next step will be an
evaluation of this approach determining the strengths and
potential weaknesses inherent in a traditional approach to
fisheries development.
SOMALIA
1.0 FISHERIES EXPLORATION/PILOT PROJECT
This project proposal defines the problem of the development
of Somalia's fishery resources as threefold: harsh environment,
lack of infrastructure and inadequate subsector strategies.
The harsh environment and seasonal aspect of the fisheries
are well documented. There is a general lack of natural
harbours and fresh water in much of the coast. Temperatures can
vary from 30 degrees to 40 degrees centigrade in the summer
months, effectively stopping all fishing activities between June
and September. During the months of December and January very
high winds effectively keep even the largest vessels off the
fishing grounds for days. The fish stocks themselves are highly
variable, changing in abundance and distribution with the
monsoonal seasons. The Somali current which creates a
tremendous upwelling and consequent tremendous fishery resourtce,
runs north half the year and south the other half. The
continental shelf is very narrow averaging only ten miles from
land and is very rocky making it (to a large extent) unsuitable
for large scale trawling operations. (3)
In addition to these harsh environmental factors, this
project proposal emphasizes the lack of infrastructure as the
second major component of the problem. There are few landing
facilities along Somalia's 3000km. coastline. Many fishermen
must anchor their European designed, fiberglass, fishing vessels
beyond the breaking surf and hire youg men and women to wade
through the surf to offload the catch. There are no operating
ice making machines, which are essential to the production of
marketable , high quality fresh fish. Once the fish is landed
there are few chill storage facilities to preserve and protect
the fish from spoilage. There are also few roads connecting the
coastal fishing villages with the interior, where a small
potential market exists. The greatest impediment to further
development due to infrastrcture is a lack of work-shops where
the maintenance and repair of vessels is within easy access of
all fishermen.
Beyond the lack of physical infrastructure, the proposal
emphasizes the lack of institutional infrastructure as well.
There are some 7,000 artisanal fishermen who are members of
cooperatives that were set up during the 1970's (by the Russians)
and are administered by the Department of Cooperative Development
in the Ministry. These cooperatives were originally created
for handling and marketing of catches as well as for the purchase
of fish boats and gear. In practice however the cooperatives
have no financial responsibility, their major function being that
of distributing aid. The vessels were given free with little
training for the appropriate use of the modern boats and gear.
Combined with the lack of foreign exchange for spare parts and
technical skills and facilities for maintenance and repair of
engines and vessels, the cooperatives have been ineffective.
On the national level, the institutional infrastructue is
made up of the Ministry of Fiaheries, In Mogadiscio. It has
two Director Generals: one responsible for operations (training,
development and research) and the other for administration
(finance, general services and personnel), (see appendix 1).
However, about one third of the senior posts are vacant due to a
lack of suitably qualified personnel. The Ministry of Fisheries
is heavily dependent on foreign technical and financial aid,
There are no extension services and the ditribution function is
coming to an end due to changes in policy.
Thirdly, the report states that the fisheries sector is
still largely underdeveloped not only because of environmental
and infrastructural obstacles, but also because of inadequate
subsector strategy. The existing subsector strategy was created
by the Gas in the form of a three-year plan. This plan
describes a number of rather lofty objectives which are
inherently in conflict with each other. For example; creatlng
employment through the utilization of the fishery resource and at
the same time maximizing the efficiency of the fishing f leet.
To increase efficiency would neccesarily reduce employment. The
means by which these objectives were to be met are sketchy at
best.
In an attempt to remedy these and other problems the Gas
created a five-year development plan (1982-86). Included in
this plan are the following policy changes; privatization of
vessel ownership; abolition of the fixed price system for fish
marketing: liberalization of trade in fish ahd fish products:
cessation of free supply of boats and gear, and rechanneling of
export and royalty earnings for import purchases of needed spares
and equipment. The Ministry of Fisheries, is said, to have
recognized the need for Gas to relinquish its control over those
activities "which are better suited to commercial discipline and
the private sector". (4)
1.2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES (AS STATED IN rHE WORLD BANK PROJECT
PROPOSAL)
"The project would lay the foundation for Somalia to :
(i) determine the feasiblity and financial viability of
offshore catching of a variety of pelagic species known to be
present in great abundance.
(ii) test critical assumptions for the development of artisanal
fisheries in the project area and to provide a framework for
future income and employment generation to one of the poorest
parts of the country.
(iii) develop an institutional frame work for long-term public
and private sector activities through the operation of an
autonomous enterprise, providing services to the fisheries
sector which would be established under existing Government
institutional framework for autonomous enterprises.
(iv) reduce the risk of future investments." (5)
1.3 THE MEANS
The critical assumption menticned in objective (ii) is that
the key to unlock the artisanal inshore fisheries is to develop
the valuable offshore pelagic fish stocks. This would provide
adequate volume, quality and price required to secure both
export markets and funds to support the costs of infrastructure
for both offshore and inshore operations. Put more simply the
project assumes the development of the inshore artisanal
fisheries depends upon the future ability of the inshore fleet to
market its' catches in export markets opened up by commercial
scale operations.
However, at the same time, the project states that the
operation costs of the processing facilities would be financed
from the proceeds from the artisanal c t c h . The initial working
capital to develop the offshore flee~ \ Juld come through the
Governments investments in the Enterpr.3e, an autonomous
government owned ompany which has u t j ate control in the
fisheries development process. The ~ n . e r p r i s e will be governed
by a Board of Directors chaired by t ~ 1inister of Fisheries and
made up of the following members:
1. representatives of min s tr i e s c Fisheries and Finance
2. representative of the Priv te Business Community
3. representative of the Somali v elopment Bank
4. and the General Manager a nd Fi a cia1 Control ler.
The costs of the project are divided between the various
sectors in the following way:
SECTOR
Inshore Fisheries
Offshore Fisheries
Enterprise
Technical Assistance and Training
% OF COST
32%
35%
4%
29%
The loan will come from the IDA to the GOS as credit in
"standard terms"(6) in u.S. $13.5 million, at 12% per annum.
1.4 BENEFITS AND JUSTIFICATION
Initially the project would benefit only about 1,000
families. The number would increase if the pilot project is
successful. According to the proposal the primary beneficiaries
of this project will be the fishermen. The project will
encourage invreased fishing activity and the fishermen will
recieve higher prices for their quality catch. This will be
accomplished through the introduction of improved boats, gear,
fishing mithods and the export market links. New boats would be
owned by rural entrepreneurs and groups of fishermen. Crew
members and those employed at inshore facilities would also
benefit from greater quanities and higher prices. The report
estimates that prices would rise 5 to 7 times from present
levels.
"A lack of other resources justifies the development of the
offshore pelagics as a means of ensuring the development of the
inshore fishery, which could in turn have significant regional
development implications for employment, income generation,
modernization and poverty alleviation. The commercial fishery
could lead to significant and profitable private sector
opportunities after the pilot stage."(7)
Thus far this paper has focused on the project proposal
definition of the problem, the stated objectives of the project
and the chosen solution or means to reach the stated objectives.
The next section of this paper will be an evaluation of this
project proposal to determine the theoretical approach employed,
to redefine the problem, to identify the unstated objectives and
to question whether the means employed will be adequate for
acheiving the objectives.
2.0 THEORETICAL APPROACHES
How is Development Being Defined?
The project bias toward technological explanations of the
source of the problem and technological solutions reveals the
theoretical assumptions. The aim of the project is to develop
the harvesting processing and marketing of the fisheries
resources t hr ough the modernization of the technologies involved.
This definition of development assumes that the people of the
nation to be developed simply need to be modernized. It assumes
that their attitudes are backward a d a ore modern cutlook would
lead to a happier more complete and rational I festyle. A
stated objective of the Somali Goovernment is the detribalization
and sedentarization of the nomadic herdsmen, (the population of
Somalia is made up of 60% nomadic herdsmen) (8) The initial goal
of this type of development is the relaticnship between economic
growth and technology, changing from simple traditional
techniques, to the application of scientific knowledge. The
acceptance and implementation of scientific knowledge and
rational thought requires radical changes in every aspect of
traditional social behaviour and social organization. A list of
some traditional social norms and the opposing modern norms can
be found in appendix 2.
This definition of development is a classic modernization
approach to development. Modernization assumes that there are
no fundamental contradictions between the interests of local
people, government and multinational corporations. Modernists
assume the what is good for one is good for all, that all will
eventually be the beneficiaries of any development. That which
is good for the local elite will be good for the artisanal
fishermen. The trickle down theory of development.
3.0 ANALYSES
This brings us once again to the question of what is
development? Development for whom? How should development be
defined?
The primary goal of development should be to encourage,
through whatever means appropriate, the self-reliance of the
people in question. The first step in self-reliance is the
ability of a people to produce their own food needs.
Development should work towards the empowerment of people to rna 8
the decisions which determine whether they will eat or not. If
that requires the improvement of technologies involved, the
people most effected should decide the scale and magnitude of
that technology.
This project approaches the problems from an international
level. Concequently the analyses of this project will begin at
an international level to determine the reason for the tremendous
amount of interest in the area. In most development projects
sponsored by nationally controlled agencies there is a hidden
agenda. The development of Somalia's fisheries is no
exception.
Somalia has drawn the attention of u.S. and European military
strategists. There are Soviet advisors in Ethiopia and the
U.S.S.R. maintains 25 warships in the adjoining Indian Ocean.
In the words of th U.S. Central Command:
"Our principle objectives are to assure continu d
access to Persian Gulf oil, and to prevent the soviets
from acquiring political-military control of the oil
directly or throu h proxies." (9)
To meet these objectlves the .S. spent $54.4 million in
Somalia between 1981 and 1983 to rebuild a naval base at Berbera,
(built by the Soviet Union before Somalia broke off military
relations with Moscow in 1977). In 1983 the u.s. provided $7.7
billion worth of assistance in the area in military sales,
government financed arms shipments, military construction,
training, grants, economic support for military programs and
commercial arms exports to 14 of the 19 nations in the Central
Commands operating area.
-1984 estimated $9.1 billion
-1985 projected $11 billion.
Somalia has strategic value. Somalia is also in debt to a
number of aid organizations, u.s. and European. This debt has
been refered to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for another
loan to payoff the original debt. In return for this service
the Somalian government has agreed to implement stringent
economic policies intended to create economic stability. Some
of the techniques employed by the IMF include the official
devaluation of the Somali Schilling (/-), the encouragement of
foreign investment in Somali industries and other techniques
outlined earlier in the GOS' Five Year Development plan.
Liberlization of trade is another common theme of IMF economic
restructuring schemes.
Liberalization of trade can be found within Somalia's
recently refurbished basic investment law. This investment law
is a very "liberal" package of guarantees and incentives to
attract foreign investors. The government offers "productive
investments", full tax exemptions for periods up to five years.
It also guarantees investors the right to transfer profits
abroad, equal to 30% of the original invested capital.
furthernore, the GOS "has shown itself willing to negotiate
private contracts with foreign investors calling for: guaranteed
profits; shared foreign exchange earnings (up to 65:35 in favor
of the investors); exemptions from Soma lias onerous labor laws,
and in the case of joint ventures, full management control." (11}
The application of these liberalization of trade measures in
other IMP member developing nations, have led to depressed wages,
and escalation in the cost of living, increased unemployment and
a reduction in the expenditure on education and social services.
When the IMP's conditons are met, almost always, production
falls, rioting and violence follow, and the borrowing country
goes deeper into debt. (12) The Dominican Republic's recent
upheavels as well as the food riots and toppled government in the
Sudan are cases in point.
The planned outcome, proposed by this fisheries development
project will be to increase the export of food and food products
out of Somalia while increasing imports upon which the fisheries
will be dependent. These include fuel, spare parts, fishing
gear, boat building materials and the tools and skills to
maintain and repair a modern fleet.
The structure of the Enterprise also reflects the influence
of the IMF. The Enterprise has the controlling interest in the
development of fisheries along the lines which maintain control
in the hands of a few. New fishing vessels will be made
available through Enterprise at an approximate price of $20,000
u.s. (13) The annual per capita income in Somalia is below $300
u.S. (14) and fishermen are at the lower end of the Somali social
structure. (15) Consequently the Enterprise has established a
credit system requiring a "contribution" (16) of 10% down with
12% per annum interest accruing after a one year grace
period. (17) The project feels local entrepreneurs and groups of
fishermen will band together to purchase these modern vessels.
The local fishermen obviously cannot afford the required $2,000
U.S. down payment. If the vessels a ~e purchased at all they
will more likely be purchased by entepreneurs interested in a
return on investment, through the extraction of rent from the
fishermen.
This project effectively attempts to combine local
entrepreneurial capital, government capital and foreign capital
to gain control of the means of production. The means of
production is specifically the fishing vessels, gear, markets and
fishermen. The overwhelming share of the costs and the risks in
development is handed to the artisanal fishermen. This is
further reflected in the requirement that the costs of processing
infrastructure would be financed from the proceeds of the
artisanal catch. The artisanal fishermen would then effectively
be shouldering the costs of the new vessel, gear and processing
infrastructure. This approach has created endless problems for
people in similar situations throughout the developing world,
Haiti is an extreme example of this. This approach creates an
endless cycle of debt within which the individual rarely escapes.
The fishermen must take out a loan to lease a new boat and gear
the prices he receives for his catch is often controlled by the
very person from whom he leases his vessel. To make his
payments the fishermen must take out a second loan which is
usually paid for in fish. The fishermen usually has little left
over at the end of each day for more (if he's lucky) than his
basic needs. Maintenance and repair of the vessel becomes
secondary to simple survival. Before long half the fleet is
tied up or being used for other more lucrative purposes. When
the consultants are brought in to evaluate the situation and
prescribe a solution (usually in a month or "l e s s ) the obvious
problems stand out and resound throughout the consultants report:
lack of infrastructure, poor maintenance on vessels, lack of
training, lack of fuel, lack of markets, lack of modern
equipment.
The consultants recommendations invairably requires more of
all the afore mentioned lacks, completing and begining an endless
cycle. It is certain that these problems of lacks exist, yet to
merely approach the problem from a technological viewpoint at
best continues the cycle at a more 'modern' level. At worst,
the technological fix approach creates starving people fleeing
their homes sometimes at the cost of their lives, The situatuon
with the Haitian boat people is a tragic example.
The basic assuption on which this project resides is that the
offshore large-scale industrial fleet, targeting high price
pelagic species will open up new markets in Europe and elsewhere
by its sheer volume and quality. These newly opened markets
would then be available to the artisanal fishermen, bringing
higher prices for their catch of selected species. The pelagic
species which the proposed leased industrial fleet would focus
require a different market than the demersal species harvested by
the artisanal fishermen. The pelagic species being considered
for exploitation are primarily scad, sardine and herring with an
estimated MSY of between 75,000 and 100,000 tonnes of catch per
year. (18) These species are usually canned, pickled or ground
up as fish meal. The demresal species include snap ers,
groupers, squids, bream and shark all of which are usually sold
in fillet or in the round form, fresh or frozen. Assuming that
the pelagic species will open up markets for the demersal species
could be a costly miscalculation.
The large industrial fleet requires, by nature, a tremendous
support system to maintain the multi-faceted components involved.
Somalia simply does not have that support system. The
industrial sector will likely become a burden to the development
of the fisheries of Somalia. Since the benefits of this sector
are going to the government and other investors anyway, a more
viable option would be to negotiate a joint venture with a nation
whose long distance fleet is accustoned to such harsh operating
conditions and has an unfulfilled demand for protein at home.
Since the advent of the internationally accepted 200 nautical
mile Eclusive Economic Zone and subsequent coastal states
fisheries development programs. has created a world surplus of
long distance fleets searching for fishing grounds. One of the
requirements of these negotiations could be to open up markets
for the rO C 1C :S of the SO .a i artisanal fisheries. There are a
umb e f ot e problems inherent with joint ventures yet none as
insurm unt a b l e as those which would be created by Somalia
attempting, at this early stage of development, to support its
own lndustrial f i s h i ng fleet.
4.0 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
Theoretical and Practical
Clearly development is necessary in many of the Third World
developing nations. The question is how should this development
be approached? Who should be the beneficiaries of development
projects? What should the goals of development be? These are
difficult questions to confront but should be addressed by anyone
working directly or indirectly within the field of development.
If those responsible for development projects determine t ha t
the benefits of development should go to the poorest people, the
people that are starving, then development should first and
foremost work toward a people's self-reliance. The first step
in securing a people's self-reliance is to remove the obstacles
preventing these people from being able to produce their own
food.
One of the major obstacles which consultants can look at and
change are the assumptions which many of us hold as truth. It
is from many of these assumptions that development projects are
based because consultants generally write the project
proposals. There have been 13 fisheries development projects in
Somalia since the 1960's. Today there is little or nothing to
show for the millions of dollars and unaccountable human effort
which went into these 13 projects. Somalia is not alone there
have been many development projects around the world which have
been less than successful. Many of these projects have had well
trained and experienced staff, up to date technologies which
thriVe in western economies and substantial financial backing.
Yet these same projects continue to fail over and over again.
To find solutions to a problem one ml1st first clearly define the
problem before searching for answers. A part of the problem
with the success rates of development projects may lie with the
assumptions which were incorporated into the original project
proposal. These projects may have had some common assumptions
which were less than correct and impaired the successful g r owt h
of each particular project. Frances Moore Lappe - has taken a
close look at some of these assumptions in her orks; Fo c First
and Aid as Obstacle. Ms. Lappe- has chosen t call thes
commonly 'h e l d assumptions, "myths". Three of these "myths" are
listed below as examples of basic assumptions which may alter the
path of development.
MYTH ONE: People are hungry because of scarcity - both of food
and agricultural land.
FACT: There is no scarcity of food in today's world.
Enough grain alone is produced annually to feed
everyone at the North American standard of 3000
calories a day. In Somalia there are abundant ,
unexploited fishery resources and less than 10% of
Somalias ariable land is cultivated. (18)
MYTH TWO:
FACT:
'They' are having too many children. The sheer
numbers make feeding them all impossible.
'They' are not having too many children. Population
growth is not outstripping potential food
production. (20)
MYTH THREE: An underdeveloped country's best ope for development
is to export those crops in whic i t has a natural
advantage and use the earnings to import food and
industrial goods. (21)
FACT: There is nothing natural about a developing nation
concentrating its' production on low-nutritional
crops. The same land that produces cocoa, coffee,
rubber, tea and sugar could grow an incredible
diversity of nutritious foods - grains, high protein
legumes, vegetables and fruits. (22)
The list of myths goes on, the fact is, "there is no country
i n the world where people could not feed themselves from their
own resources." (23)
Once a basic self-reliance is acheived where the people of a
nation are producing enough food to meet their own needs then
export luxury markets could be considered. To weigh the impact
of exports one has to ask: who is in control of the return from
those export earnings? Does the decision to focus on exports
represent a choice to the local people themselves who have
already acheived basic food security and who can deal with the
uncertainties of the export market? (24)
To focus only on the improvement of a fisheries technology to
raise production, without first confronting the issue of who
controls and who participates in the production process actually
compounds the problem. It leaves the majority of the people
worse off then before. (25) Since there are no absolute answers
to these types of questons it is the development of a
participatory, just, process in which people can search and
experiment, that is the goal. (26) The enabling of the poor people
to use their own skills and resources in a more effective manner,
to consolidate the steps they have already taken toward asserting
their independence from traditional forms of sUbjugation and to
undertake new activties which they feel prepared to sustain is an
appropriate approach. (27) Central to this approach is placing
the primary emphasis upon allowing the poor to choose their own
direction.
Development implies a process; a change towards an improved
situation, growth. In the past many projects were based on very
short time scales, usually three to five years. A factor in the
failure of many development projects has been attributed to the
short time scales to employ great technologincal changes in a
non-mechanized society. This expectaton of rapid growth was
usually well intended. Any kind of rapid growth can have
catastrophic effects. In the plant kingdom the toxin dioxin
forces a plant to grow so rapidly that i t l iterally bursts.
Stable growth requires time. T~me to make adjustments to the
local environmental, political, economic, social and cultuaral
situations. Development must begin with the fishermen
themselves. The consultants involved must search out the
operating organization of fishermen which has, officially or more
likely unofficially, been working towards the removal of
obstacles to developnent. Neither the development consultants
nor the fishermen on the beach can by themselves be aware of and
allow for all the various opportuntites for and obstacles to
successful fishing community development. This requires a close
and continuous collaboration, over an indefinite period of time.
An approach which has been atteempted by a few African
governments has been through the creation of Communtiry Fisheries
Centers. (28) These centers approach fisheries development in
a coordinated, systematic, long term fashion . Rather than
simply being a dispenser of aid, these centers are service
oriented organizations fulfilling the needs of the fishing
industry which have not effectively been met by the private
sector. These fisheries centers are an example of the changing
awareness of fisher ies development consultants and organizations.
This changing awareness is reflected in the following passage by
Dr. Saouma, Di r e c t or - Ge ne r a l of FAO, at the close of the 13th
session 0: tie FAO Committee o f Fisheries:
"The challenge we face is to provide a setting for something
better than a new colonialism of the sea. New fisheries can be
built as indigenous industri~ ~ 0 traditional bases,
particularly the small-scale artisanal fisheries. They can
grow without social isruption, wi hout pollution, without most
of the painful side effects associated with over-zealous
industrial development. The skills are available, the
technology is within reach1 the opportunity needs only to be
grasped. Let us do so now."
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PART II
SOMALIA
Report on the Consultancy
By U.S. AID
for the
Coastal Development Project
PART II
INTRODUCTION
Shortly after completing Part I os this work the author
traveled to Somalia as a fisheries consulant for U.S. AID. Part
II of this paper describes the terms of reference as assigned by
U.S. AID, a brief description of the fishing industry of Somalia
and the course of work we chose to follow.
The terms of reference can be summarized as an assignment to
assist the Coastal Development Agency in planning the development
of fisheries within its jurisdiction.
While the consultants had expected to just work in the four
nomad/fishermen settlements of CDP, they were informed that the
Minister of Fisheries had extended CDP's jurisdiction. CDP would
now be responsible for fisheries development in the entire region
from Brava to Ras Asail. This area includes not just settlement
fisheries, but also many traditional ones.
It became apparent that the impediments to fisheries development
from Brava to Ras Asail could not be addressed in any meaningful
way without first modifying the goals and the organizational
structure of CDP. Future resettling was a mandate given to CDP by
the Government of Somalia, but was not a task in which USAID or
the British Overseas Development Agency (ODA) could provide
assistance. On the other hand, COP was evolving as the project
implementation branch of the Ministry of Fisheries, without
having a viable fisheries department. As a result, the emphasis
of the work shifted from technical problems and solutions, to the
reorientation of the Coastal Development Agency and the
development of a capable fisheries department.
The consultants spent the last ten days of their time in Somalia
in negotiations with representatives from COP, USAID, and ODA.
Real progress was made, and the Coastal Development Agency
decided to separate the implementation and the funding of its two
tasks:
1) resettling secondary-school graduates and civil servants,
and providing them with the skills which are required to
be fishermen.
2) providing services to the existing fishing industry.
The final portion of the consultants' work then consisted of
helping COP plan the required strengthening of its fisheries
department, and drawing up a plan of action for the next half
year. Both USAIO and ODA promised financial and technical
support to COP as a result of its initiatives.
1. Program of Work.
1.1. Terms of Reference.
Two commercial fisheries experts assisted the Coastal
Development Agency in planning the development of fisheries in
coastal settlements. The scope of the study was not confined
strictly to the Somali coastal fishery, but also assessed the
export potential for coastal fishery products.
The master fisherman addressed the following issues:
What improvements in landing facilities, boatyards, and other
infrastructure are needed by fishermen.
Which improvements can be made in fishing methods, fishing
gear types, boat design and con s t r uc t i on , and types of
motors or sails.
How can on-board fish spoilage be reduced.
What needs exist in boat, motor or sail, and fishing gear
maintenance.
What are fishermen's costs and earnings, and how do these
affect fishermen's maintenance procedures and their ability
to change their way of fishing.
How do fishermen learn their vocational skills and what are
the most appropriate ways to develop this human resource.
The specialist in fish distribution addressed the following
issues:
How much fish is lost due to spoilage and shrinkage between
the boat and the consumer, and how can this be reduced.
What are the social and economic relationships between the
fishermen, processors, distributors and consumers, and how
do changes affecting one affect the others.
What are the prices of fish and the level of profit at the
various steps in fish processing and distribution.
Which Somali markets for seafood can most easily be
developed.
What is the export potential of coastal fish.
What acces roads, cold starage facilities, credit institutions
and other infrastructure is needed to improve fish marketing.
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What are the levels of technical and managerial skills of
fish processors and distributors.
How do fish processors and distributors learn their vocational
skills, and would an extension service be useful to them.
Both consultants began their work with one week in Rome for
orientation with FAG and INFGFISH. Both consultants worked
in Somalia for four weeks. Finally, the fish marketing
specialist spent one week in Paris, in discussion with experts
from GECD.
A summary of the final report was prepared and discussed with
the Coastal Development Agency before the two specialists left
Somalia. The detailed final report was submitted upon
completion of the work in Paris, and the consultants' return to
the u.S ••
1.2. Itineraries.
Itinerary of the fish distribution specialist.
Arrive
Wakefield, RI, USA
Leave
May 5
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Rome May 6 May 12
Mogadishu May 13 May 19
Brava, El Ahmed, Merka May 19 May 22
Mogadishu May 22 May 22
Adale May 24 May 26
Mogadishu May 26 May 27
Kismayo May 27 May 30
Mogadishu May 30 June 9
Paris June 10 June 14
Wakefield June 14
Itinerary of the master fisherman was identical until June 9,
when he returned to the U.S. directly from Mogadishu.
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2. Agency Objectives.
2.1. Coastal Development Agency.
CDP was established in 1975 and given the task of resettling
15,000 refugees from the northern drought, and helping them to
earn a living as fishermen. In Brava, El Ahmed, Adale, and Eyl,
the settlers were given vocational training and equiped with
hundreds of boats and fishing gear, free of charge. When
the fishing gear was worn out or lost, it was replaced free of
charge.
The settlement fishermen were not well motivated to care for
their boats and fishing gear, and most boats ended up being
stored on the beach, waiting to be repaired.
To resolve the s ituation, CDP adopted a policy of privitization
in 1983. In November of that year, CDP began the process of
selling its fish ' n boats for 25,000 Sosh each. Of the thirteen
Sri Lankan fiber _ 1 s, diesel powered, fishing boats sold in
Brava, five were > d to settlement fi s ermen and eight were sold
to traditional fi t rmen.
By the beginn~ng ( = 1985, mos t o f t \ E boats which were operating
or repairable had e n sold off. T ettlers which had become
fishermen, had purc~ased boats, a nd CDr's original task had been
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completed.
The Minister of Fisheries, recognizing CDP's established
infrastructure, and its project implementation capabilities,
extended CDP's jurisdiction. CDP would now be responsible for
fisheries development in the entire region from Brava to Ras
Asail, about two thirds of Somali's coastline. This is the area
remaining between the World Bank's North East Coast fisheries
development project, (a joint venture company called NECFISH) ,
and the Kismayo region development project sponsored by German
aid, (a joint venture company called Somali Marine Products) •
In the past, the civil service had been a dependable source of
employment for secondary school graduates. However, in response
to the International Monetary Fund's recommendations, the
Government of Somalia is reducing the number of its civil
servants. Thus, CDP was given the new task of resettling
secondary school graduates and laid-off civil servants, and
giving them the means to earn a living as fishermen.
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3.2. USAID/Somalia.
In the 1987 Country Development Strategy ~tatement f~r Somalia
(published in 1985), USAID stated that it previous e xpe r i e nc e in
fisheries development on the north coast had been a failure.
Due to the number of other donors who are working in fisheries,
and due to USAID's need to res~rict its work to a few sectors,
USAID/Somalia had decided not to be involved in fisheries
development.
One of the areas in which UJAID/Somalia is concentrating is
the encouragement of privit 'zation and the expansion of small
business under the Policy Ir tiatives and Privitization Project.
Fisheries has been one of -h more progressive ministries in this
respect . I has granted a C omy in managem nt to s e v e r a l
fisheri s d "e _op me n t project. Somali Marine Products, GRP
Product (a ~ i erglass boat f c t o r y ) , and NECFISH are all set up
as jo n ve t u r e s between t . e ~overnme t of Somal~a and the donor
organ a -ions. While the Min 3ter of Fisheries serves as the
Chairm n f the Board for a ll ~ hr ee companies , he does not have
v e t o po e . Thus t he projeC t E are removed fr om the d irect
control 0 any government ag y and are run as parastatal
companies.
The Coastal Development Agency's sale of its fishing fleet to
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private individuals drew the interest of USAID, and was seen as
part of the general movement towards privitization. Thus, USAID
again considered the feasibility of working in the area of
fisheries. Specifically, these two consultants were brought in
to determine how USAID might assist the development the private
sector in near-shore fisheries.
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3. Descrlption of Near-shore Fishing Industry.
Near-shore is taken to mean vessels up to 15 meters in length
which operate within five miles of shore. It is in contrast to
the larger off-shore vessels which habitually spend more than a
week at sea per fishing trip.
3.1. Fishing
The major fisheries from Brava to Ras Asail are:
Kingfish caught by handline trolling, or occasionally by
gillnets. The primary season is March - June, with a less
important season during October and November. It is the most
desired species for fresh consumption in the Mogadishu area.
Tuna is also caught by handline trolling. It has a minor season
from March through June, and a major season in October and
November.
Shark is primarily caught with gillnets. Small shark caught near
population centers are consumed fresh. Fishermen frequently
migrate along the coast, salting and drying shark meat and fins
for export.
Lobs ter is caught primarily by divers, and incidentally by
gillnets.
Demersals are fished when the preferred large pelagics have
migrated to other areas. They are fished with handlines, and in
Kismayo they are beach seined. Some traditional fishtraps,
yemas, are still used. Yemas are set in shallow water along the
beach, without the use of boats.
The following number of boats are currently active:
Brava
8 Sri Lankan, motorized, owned by traditional fishermen
5 Sri Lankan, motorized, owned by resettled nomads
21 houris, owned by traditional fishermen
El Ahmed
5 Sri Lankan, motorized, owned by traditional fis he rmen
4 Sri Lankan, motorized, owned by resettled nomad
Merca
11 Sri Lankan, GRP 6.4s and GRP 8.5s, all motorized
45 houris
Jesira
10 motorized fiberglass beats
6 houris
Mogadishu
20 motorized fiberg ass oats
60 houris
Adale
26 motorized fiberglasss bo ts
40 houris
20 motorized fiberglass boats
1 motorized beddan
8 unmotorized beddan
Traditional fishermen far outnumber those who entered the
industry through resettlement programs. None of the houris are
fished by resettlement fishermen, since they are comparatively
unstable and a high degree of skill is required to paddle them
through the surf.
New recruits to the fishing industry usually come from the
extended families of fishermen, and begin going to sea at the age
of eight to ten. Their vocational training is received entirely
on the job.
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Houris in Brava carry a crew of two, while those of Merca and
Adale are longer (5 meters) and carry a crew of three.
Six of BravaIs 21 houris are owned by absentee owners.
The lay system for a Brava houri is:
1/3 of gross stock for the houri
2/3 of gross stock for the crew. These 2/3 are split equally
if both crewmen are adults. A boy only gets 1/3 of these
2/3s, or 2/9s of the gross stock.
A Brava houri costs 15 - 20,000 Sosh new, it lasts 6 years, and
requires 1,000 Sosh per year in maintenance materials, (caulking,
nails, shark oil preservative).
The lay system for a Merca GRP motorized boat is:
less
less
gross stock
boat shar (25% of gross stock
gross crew stock
actual fuel and food expense s
net crew stock, which is divided into 4 equal parts for
owner/operator a nd 3 crew members.
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The 1985 purchase price of a 8.5 meter GRP boat is 1,900,000
Sosh. The depreciation period of these boats is ur nown since
privitization only started one and a half years ago.
The motorized fiberglass boats could be equiped with outriggers
for trolling, or with reels for demersal fishing. This is,
however, not done and they currently use one handline per crew
member.
Statisics on landings and catch per effort are scarce. A portion
of biologist/statistician Stellan Elmer's findings are included
in appendix 9.
3.2. Marine Supply.
In the past, the Coastal Development Project supplied most of the
fishing gear used in Somalia. COP distributed fishing gear
directly to cooperatives of traditional fishermen, as well as to
its own settlement cooperatives. Some settlement fishermen, who
received replacement gear for free, "lost" their gear at a high
rate and thus also helped to supply surrounding fishermen .
COP stocks of the more desirable types of fishing gear are almost
empty, and little has been distributed or sold during the last
two years.
Private businessmen have been reluctant to import and sell
fishing gear due to the risk that it will be confiscated. The
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cooperatives wield a lot of power, and may claim that they have
the sole right to distribute fishing gear.
A discouraging precedent was established when private businessmen
imported livestock vaccines though the USAID Commodity Import
Program. The vaccines were siezed in the port by cooperatives,
on the basis that only cooperatives had the right to distribute
them. All that USAID was able to do was to get the importers a
promise that they would be reimbursed.
Currently, Somali Marine Products in Kismayo has imported fishing
gear for ·i t s fishermen. According to current practise, SMP would
sell the fishing gear to the cooperatives from whom it buys fish,
and the cooperatives would resell the fishing gear to their
members. Although individual fishermen have expressed a desire
to purchase the gear at SMP's prices, the cooperatives have
stated that these prices are too high, and have refused to buy
the fishing gear. When we visited SMP in late May, it had the
gear in its warehouse and was unable to sell it.
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3.3. Boatbuilding.
The free distribution of hundreds of imported fiberglass
motorized fishing boats during the last ten years has hindered
the Somali boatbuilding industry. Many of the traditional
boatbuilders have since retired or entered other professions.
GRP products is currently building 8.5 meter fiberglass boats in
Mogadishu which are powered with Volvo diesel engines. Like
NECFISH and SMP, GRP Products is a donor aid/Government of
Somalia joint venture that is operated as if it were a private
company. It is run by a board of directors, and the Minister of
Fisheries holds the office of Chairman of the Board.
Until December 1984, the Somali schilling was traded at an
artificially high value, and Somali fishermen purchased GRP
boats. With the devaluation of the Somali Schilling, the Sosh
price of fiberglass skyrocketed, and so did the price of GRP
boats. The price of a new 8.5 went from 300,000 Sosh
to 1,900,00.
Development projects, which require a large number of boats to be
built in a sh0rt period of time, will continue to purchase GRP
boats. Private fishermen, however, have not placed an order
since the Sosh devaluation. GRP Products suggested that easy
credit terms with a long period for repayment could boost sales.
On the other hand, it may not be the lack of private capital
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which is preventing sales; it may be that the boats are no longer
economically viable.
The new economic conditions may revive traditional boatbuilding.
A 7.8 meter sailing mashura can be purchased for 300,000 Sosh,
and for another 700,000 Sosh, it can be equiped with a Yanmar
diesel. In Eyl, a traditional Beddan was recently equiped with
an outboard.
While most of the wood must be imported from Kenya, a wooden boat
is less expensive than a fiberglass one, and it allows for
variations in design to acc o modate local conditions.
3.4. Marine Mechanics.
Somalia has a large number of very skilled diesel mechanics.
When COP's mechanics are unavailable to do the job free of
charge, fishermen have hired private ones to re-engine boats for
25,000 Sosh.
COP maintains workshops and mechanics at each of its four
original settlements. These facilities are primarily used for
minor repairs and for maintenance. The British Overseas
Development Agency (aDA) assists COP by providing a fisheries
advisor/marine mechanic. He and an assistant travel to the
settlements for the larger repairs, such as re-engining vessels.
Major overhauls and re-bores are fielded to private machine shops
in Mogadishu.
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3.5. Seafood Handling and Transportati
The system of official fish prices has been discontinued, and
fish is now auctioned to retailers. In Mogadishu, this is done
on the beach where the fis is landed. In other locations, it is
done in cooper ativ -mana e fish market .3. Consumers may purchase
fish at the auction, but m t buy smaller quantities from
retailer. The prices offe ed by the Modern Fish Market in
Mogadishu h ve the effect 0 establishing price minimums locally.
The auctioneer and the coope atives are paid by the fisherman at
the time of the sale. The auctioneer may take 5% of the value,
and the cooperatives take between 1 and 2.5 Sosh/Kg, depending on
the location.
Brava fish prices range fr m 20 Sosh/Kg for less desirable
species such as grouper, snapper and sardines, 30 Sosh/Kg for
small sharks and tuna, to 40 Sosh/Kg for king mackeral. Lobsters
bring 60 Sosh/Kg and a 200 liter barrel of shark oil brings 3,000
Sosh.
Prices in Mogadishu are significantly higher. King makeral
frequently reaches 140 Sosh/Kg.
Brava has two ten-ton cold store which were constructed by JICA,
Japnese aid. They are not functioning, but are in generally good
condition. These are part of an underutilized FAO-built fish
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processing and drying complex. Brava produces and excess of
dried fish.
El Ahmed has JICA cold stores which are not being used. CDP is
considering moving them to Adale.
Merca is a very productive fishing center, surrounded by a large
rural population which is interested in buying fish. It does not
have an ice plant or cold stores, but these are not necessarily
needed since fish could reach the rural population by truck
without ice before it spoils.
Jesira is half an hour's drive from Mogadishu. It has a lot of
active fishermen, and fish can easily be transported to the
capital by truck.
Mogadishu has the JICA-built Modern Fish Market with an 8-ton/day
ice-maker, two cold stores and a chill room. One branch market
was also constructed by JICA, and there are 9 local markets.
JICA supplied four refrigerated trucks to bring in fish from
distant collection points and to distribute it among the markets.
CDP has one 6-ton/day flake ice maker.
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Adale has an unused fish processing complex and an uncomplete
cold storage. A private business man, who is also the leader of
the Mogadishu fishermens' cooperative, leases the Mogadishu
Modern Fish Market trucks, and transports fish on ice from Adale
back to the capital. This business was only begun a few months
ago, and is the result of a CDP demonstration that fish could
successfully be transported from Adale by an flat-bed truck with
ice-boxes.
~ is extremely remote, and takes three days to reach from
Mogadishu by vehicle. Fishing there is based primarily on the
dried-fish trade.
The potential European markets for Somali coastal fish are
described in Appendices 10 and 11.
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4. CDP's Changing Role in Fisheries Development.
4.1. Proposal and Counter-proposal.
After the consultants had visited the region from Kismayo to
Adale, and gone out fishing in many of the l oc a t i on s , CDP's
General Manager presented them with a request entitled "Special
programe for CDP", (appendix 6). This original request included
250 houses each year for the resettling of civil servants and
secondary-school graduates. It also included the construction of
cold stores, fish markets, and jetties.
The consultants, in response, presented "Possible Areas of
Cooperation between CDP and USAID - a Discussion Paper",
(appendix 7). This expressed USAID's inability to support
CDP's resettlement efforts. If, on the other hand, CDP separated
the implementation and funding for the resettlement task from the
fisheries development task, USAID could be interested in
providing assistance. The consultants had spoken with
representatives of numerous donor organizations in Somalia, and
many of them would be willing to assist CDP under these
conditions.
The consultants suggested that CDP could provide the following
services:
1) Fisheries equipment service
2) Boat building services
3) Mechanical services
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4 ) Fish handling and transportation services
5) Communication and data collection services
6) A credit program for fishermen, boat builders,
mechanics, and fish dealers.
The emphasis of all these services would be to provide
support to private businesses in the fishing industry, rather
than having COP perform the functions such as boat building and
fish transportation itself. The fish handling service could, for
example, develop markets for new products such as beche-de-mere,
and then show Somali fish-dealers how to enter the market,
(appendix 8).
COP does not currently have the capability to provide these
services, and a strengthening of its fisheries department would
be required. Specifically, the number of trained and skilled
fisheries specialists within the department would have to be
increased.
As COP is currently organized, the administration of
the fishing-gear stores fall under the transportation department,
and it is very difficult for fishermen to purchase and gear, or
for the fisheries department to improve the fishing-gear
services. Administrative control of the gear stores and the
vessel workshops would have to be transfered to the fisheries
department.
Finally, it was common knowledge that fishing gear was going
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missing, and that receipts from the sale of fishing gear were not
returning to the fund for new purchases. Several people had
instituted inventory and bookkeeping procedures, and had trained
CDP employees in their usage, but these were not being followed.
aDA had a small amount of fishing gear coming in, and CDP would
have to demonstrate the proper utilization of the previously
established inventory and accounting procedures if it wanted to
interest USAID in increasing the stock of nets.
Discussions.
The consultants held many discussions with CDP and USAID
separately, and also organized a series of formal meetings
between the two.
At the time of the first formal CDP/USAID meeting, CDP had
decided, in general terms, to reorganize itself according to the
consultants' suggestions. Expectations on both sides were that
the meeting would be the first of a series, and that its purpose
was just to get to know each other. While dropping its request
for resettlement houses, CDP was not really sure yet how its list
of requests fit into the proposed program of providing services
to the fishing industry. USAID expressed an interest in helping
CDP to assist the private fishing sector, and introduced the
concept that CDP would have to write a proposal which would be
competing against other proposals for funding.
"How the CDP list of requests fits into a Program", (appendix 9),
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was prepared by the aOA fisheries advisor who has worked in COP
for several years, and who was invited by the General Manager to
attend all of the meetings. It stated that the construction of
regional cold stores, rural fish markets and canning factories
was something which required study and further consideration. It
was not something which USAIO or any other donor group could
agree to right immediately.
Several COP staff-members became enthusiastic about the proposed
functions of COP, and requested that the consultants work with
them, even during their Friday day-of-rest, to write the proposal
for USAIO. Together, a "New Program for COP", "Proposed
Reorganization of COP", and a "Work Plan for First Year" were
written, (appendices 10, 11 & 12). Work on a bUdget was also
started.
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4.3. The Result
The second USAID/CDP meeting was held just before the consultants
departed. COP presented a "New Program for COP", stating that it
would provide services for various branches of the private
fishing industry. In order to have the capability to provide
such services, COP would:
a) increa e the number of trained and skilled specialists
. in the fisheries department.
b) transfer management responsibility of fisheries relate
infrastructure to the department.
c) demonstrate the proper utilization of previously
established inventory and accounting procedures.
d) allocate a budget to the fisheries department.
e) provide a fl oor of office space to the depa~tment.
To be able to accomp i sh this restructuring, COP requested
financing.
COP also req ested technical as istance in the form of two
consultants nd submit ed terms of r efe ~nce which were drawn up
at their request, (appendix 12).
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While a specific budget and specific requests were still needed,
USAID agreed to their request in general.
The proposed plan of action would be for USAID to assist CDP
financially in its restructuring. A boat-building consultant
would determine ways in which traditional boat-building could be
assisted, and organize CDP's boat-building service. Then a
fish-handling and marketing specialist would assess how effective
the restructuring had been, and assist them in seeking further
funding if it was justified. The fish-handling specialist
would also organize the fish- andling and data collection
services. aDA would continue to provide long-term technical
assistance, a small amount of fishing gear to test whether the
revolving fund will revolve, and a mobil workshop for the
mechanical services.
SECTION III
SOMALIA
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOMALI
BOAT BUILDING INDUSTRY
-A Matter of Approach-
1. INTRODUCTION
The fishing industry of Somalia has great potential (1) ,
little of which is presently being exploited. In the past,
development agencies and government efforts have focused
primarily on the resettlement of nomadic herdsmen(2). Until
recently little effort had been extended to aid the traditional
fishermen of Somalia. The Somali government has recognized the
value of the traditional fishermen and has created a seperate
Fisheries Department within the Coastal Development Project
(C.D.P.) (3). The Fisheries Department of C.D.P. functions as a
service oriented organization. The services within the
Fisheries Department are designed to encourage privitization of
the fishing industry. This is being accomplished in many
different ways such as: demonstration projects in marketing, a
mobile workshop, training programs and the removal of obstacles
in the way of self reliant development.
The focus of this paper will be on the boatbuilding service
being offered through COP. A brief history of the boatbuilding
industry in Somalia will be followed by a description of the
various vessels presently being constructed along Somalias coast.
Next, potential approaches to the development of the boat
building industry will be examined and particular services
will be developed which COP can offer within its' boat building
service.
2.A BRIEF HISTORY OF SOMALIAS BOATBUILDING INDUSTRY
The sailing Dhow still found transporting goods up and down
the coasts of Somalia are from pre-historic origins. When Vasco
da Gama and his small Portuguese fleet first entered the Indian
Ocean the sailing vessels encountered were "sewn" ships(4).
"Sewn" vessels are still employed in some remote areas of Somalia
and will be discussed in some detail later on. For the most
part these vessels were unable to hold guns or manuever quickly
enough to compete in battle with the European vessels(5).
Concequently it was not long before East Afric .n boatbuilderE
were incorporating European techniques and materials into their
vessels. The indigenous vessels now seen plying the waters of
the Indian Ocean are a combination of traditi nal and European
designs. This European influence can also be seen in most of
the fishing vessels of Somalia, (see appendix). The traditional
Somali fishing vessels are of three basic types; the houri
(canoe), the mashura and the bedden. The houri can be found
along the entire coast while the mashuras are isolated in the
south and beddens to the north. Construction of these vessels
have traditionally been built by local craftsmen employing local
woods or timber supplied by the trading Dhows.
During the great drought of 1975 the Coastal Development
Project (COP), was created to resettle and train 15,000 nomadic
herdsmen(6) •
Aided by the Russians, 600 diesel powered vessels, equipped with
fishing gear was given to these "instant fishermen" . Since that
time a great number of fiberglass vessels have been d onated by
a great number of donor countries includung ; Sweden, Greece,
the USA, Italy and Sri Lanka (8).
The effect of these " d ona t e d " vessels has been to extremly
limit the demand for traditionally built boats. For the past 10
years most of Somaliats boatbuilders have had to find empl oyment
elsewhere as fishermen and farmers(9).
3. THE PRESENT CONDITION OF THE SOMALI BOATBUILDING INDUSTRY
The only powered vessels available new in Somalia are built
by the GRP Factory in Mogadishu. The GRP factory is a joint
venture between the government of Somalia and the Swedish
International Development Agency, (SIDA). Two types of
vessels are presently being built; the 8.4 meter and the
6.5 meter Swedish designed inshore fishing vessels(10). Since
the devaluation of the Somali Schilling (/-) in 1984 the price of
GRPs' 8.4 meter boat has increased from 300,000 /- to
1,900,000/-(11). No orders for either of these vessels have been
placed by any individual fishermen since the devaluation(12).
The traditionally built wooden 7.8 meter sailing mashura can be
purchased new for 300,000 /- and powered with diesel for an
additional 700,000 /-(13).
Beyond price the traditional vessels offer some other
important advantages over the European implants. One advantage
is that the traditional vessels are built by numerous craftsmen
over a broad area. This allows for variation in design and
construction to fit local conditions and needs. Particular
advantages will be described in the next section boat by boat.
Many fishermen recognize these advantages which helps to explain
why traditional fishing vessels still outnumber the fiberglass
boats four to one(14).
4. TRADITIONAL VESSEL TYPES OF THE SOMALI FISHING INDUSTRY
4.1 THE HOURI
The houri or simple canoe is constructed within the entire
range of CDPs'jurisdiction(15). The houri varies in length from
3-5 meters and is constructed of natural crook framing with
planked hulls or are partially or totally dugout. The dugout
varieties have been imported mostly from India and Kenya. The
houris are usually manned with two or three paddlers or rowers.
During favourable winds a small lateen or lug sail may be
employed(16) •
Thwarts are set very low to increase stability and
depending on local conditions the freeboard varies form 6 to 12
inches. The sides generally have little flare and the bow and
stem are usually near plumb. After the boat is caulked with
cotton and tar ,shark liver oil mixed with lime is applied to the
outside as a preservative, the hull itself is filled with the
mixture and left to seal for on ~ year(17).
Houris are the most common fishing vessel in Somalia and
in many regions the most prod c ive in terms of f i s h landed.
These small canoes are used to creak through surf created by an
offshore barrier reef, occasionally overturned in the breaking
waves. The fishermen simply pull t~e boat to ca mer waters and
with one man on either side of the houri, rock it ba c k and forth,
splashing the water out of the hull. Once the ter is bailed
out , the fishermen wi ll once a gain climb aboard and attempt t o
pa dd l e through the surf. [The fiberglass ve s s e l s also often
swa mp bu t must be dragged ashore and the engine s c lea n e d before
they can s et out again.l
Houri fishermen are h ighly skilled i n the use o f these
tricky vessels. Host h ouris are used for day trips, trolling
f or tunas a nd mackeral and bottom f ishing f or s nappers. During
the spring monsoo n a n umb e r of houris wi ll drif t nor th 10nglining
shark fr an base camps. This shark is t hen dried and salted on
the beach with the fins being exported to the orient and t he
meat throughout Africa and Saudi Arabia, (see appendix} .
Houris c ost fishermen between 15,000 and 20 ,000 Somali
Schillings (1 -) . (18)
THE MASHURA
The mashura is a tradi ~ionally built wooden sailing vessel
with a straight stern and a tr2nsom stern. Most of the timber
for its construction is imported by Dhow traders or from Kenya,
yet some wood comes from Soma lia. These boats bear considerable
resemblance to the inshore fishing craft of Northern Europe, in
the 19th century. (19) These 19th century ve ssels employed a
dipping lug rig where-as the Somali mashura uses a lateen rig,
which has been demonstrated to be easier to handle (see appendix
). (20) The mashura is often equipped with an auxilIary 12-18
horse power diesel inboard, y~t is generally sailed. A number
of different fishing gears ar employed including, gill
nets,trolling, beach seines (more like hand hauled Scottish
seining) and longlines. Each bo a t can hold up to 12 fishermen and
in the off season is used as a cargo vessel.
These fine boats are presently being built in Somalia by
Somalian craftsmen and may be purchased for between 250,000 and
300,000 /-. (21)
4.3 THE BEDDEN
The bedden is a traditional Somali fishing vessel primarily
used in the isolated northern section of the country. The
construction of this vessel is extremely unique and deserves some
attention.
The northern section of Somalia is very rugged desert with
little woody growth. Shrubs and trees rarely grow more than two
or three feet tall. The beden which is built to lengths of over
thirty feet is constructed of these short pieces of wood. Each
piece is cut into a plank and formed to fit closely with the
adjoining pieces. Tiny holes are drilled along the edges of
each piece and caulked with plant fibers and when available
cotton . Each piece is then sewn together with nylon twine.
All seams are then coated with tarballs found along the beaches
from offshore oil spills and tank cleanings. In 1984 the
largest producing individual inshore fishing vessel in the
northern region was a bedden. (22)
These vessels can be rowed, sailed and one has been powered
with an outboard. As one might imagine these boats are highly
flexible and tend to bend with each passing wave, giving a little
with each impact rather than pounding. The beddens primarily
fish shark for export with long lines but a lso troll for KIng
Mackeral and tunas.
5. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
As can be s n ther a re a number of highly skilled boat
builders in Somalia, (see appendices 15-17). There is also a
tremendous fishery which could easily employ many more operating
vessels. (23) There are however a number of limiting factors
holding down the production of indigenous fishing vessels.
1. - lack of materials (wood, nails and tools)
2. - government interferance /harassment
3. - lack of operating capital.
4. - inappropriate aid projects.
5. - lack of support infrastructure.
There have been a number of approaches proposed to handle
the problems of developing the Somali boat building industry, a
brief review of a few of these follows.
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6. TRADITIONAL AND "ALTERNATIVE" APPROACHES
FERRO-CEMENT BOATS
This approach at first glance seems to be very logical in
approaching the first problem, lack of materials. Cement and
sand are plentiful in Somalia. This technological solution does
not hold water however. Ferro-cement boats are really steel
boats with a cement coating. Somalia does not have a ready
supply of steel. This type of boat building also requires a
fairly high level of skill in the application of the cement.
This adds another problem of training to the project.
Transporting the finished vessel would be another problem to
solve. The point is that any new technology has grown from a
more simple form, support infrastructure and specialized skills
also grew with the technology. When this developed technology
is imposed in an environment which has not grown-up with the
technology many assumptions become apparent in the form of
problems to solve. It would be nice if ferro-cement boats
worked as well as they sound, but they don't. The problem as
previosly described goes much deeper than a simple technological
fix could handle. We must develop an approach which
incorporates skills, materials and interests already working or
at least struggling to work in Somalia.
6.2 THROW-BOAT STYLE
This has been the traditional approach to fisheries
development. A large number of vessels are given free or nearly
free to fishermen in the hopes of by-passing the initial
investment costs of purchasing new boats. (24)
However, since the
fishermen have little invested in them the vessels are generally
neglected with poor maintenance and repair practices. Those
fishermen that see the value of maintaining their boats f .~nd that
parts are hard to come by as are the necessary oils and fuels.
There simply is not enough support infrastructure to maintain
these vessels. The infrastructure must develop as a part of the
industries growth.
6.3 MODERN MATERIALS COMBINED WITH THE CONSTANT CAMBER TECHNIQUES
With the advent of epoxy resins, micro baloons etc. (made
popular by the Guidgeon brothers West System) a very tempting
approach is developing. This is again a technological approach
to problem solving, and therefore has some inherent problems.
Again problem #1 is solved through the use of resins. Fast
growing , readily available soft woods are cut into lathe.
These thin strips of wood are then coated with resin and glued
together on a "constant camber" mold. Constant camber sheets
are produced which can be "sewn and glued" together forming a
stable, solid craft requiring little maintenance. These vessels
can be used singly but are primarily designed for multi-hull
applications. There are some obvious draw backs in supplying
the expensive resin regularly in any third world developing
country. The processes involved are fairly simple yet require
tools and materials which are generally hard to come by,
materials we here in the U.S.A. take for granted, such as plastic
sheets.
After a boatbuilding industry has developed the ability to
produce small traditional vessels regularily, at a profit, I
beleive that this approach could be the next step in long term
development.
7 DEVELOPING AN "APPROACH'
As we have seen most of the traditional and alternative
approaches to fisheries development have employed technological
"fixes" as the basis for development. The problem, as defined
in this paper is of a much broader scale than any technological
solut~on could approach. The problem is already complicated
enough without adding problems, which new technologies tend to
do.
Concequently an approach I beleive may be more appropriate
would start with that which the Somali boat building industry
already has. Somalia already has a number of skilled boat
builders. Unfortunatly these boatbuilders have not been
considered in past projects and were nearly run out of business
by the "throw-boat" approach. They simply could not compete
with free boats. Many of these boat builders were forced into
other jobs such as fishing and farming.
Somalia already has Dhow traders which move with the
monsoons from India to Madagascar. These traders would
certainly be interested in increased trade in boat building
materials from Kenya and Sri Lanka. There is also a small
indigenous timber industry which could not continually supply
boatbuilding in Somalia but could aid in getting it re-started.
The Somali government has an agency working on services for
the fishing industry. This agency (COP) could supply boat
builders, fishermen and traders with small low interest loans to
get past the initial investment hurdle which tends to trap many
small-scale entrepenuers.
The next step would be to determine what other obstacles lie
in the way of the industries growth. The third step would be to
build the framework necessary to remove the obstacles.
This approach is an ongoing process, which must constantly
work at each of the steps, one step leading back and forth to the
other as needs arise. The problems with this type of approach
are many and may be why people have leaned toward technological
solutions. Some of the potential problems are explored below~
1. - requires a long period of time of constant attention
by all parties involved. The time scale for appropriate
development is 15 to 20 years, rather than 3 to 5 years.
2. - There is not initially a large sum of money involved.
Thereby making the project less appealing politically
to the donor agency and the host country
3. - requires cooperation between many sectors within a
country and many international donor agencies in and
outside of the host country.
5. - requires government officials and aid agencies to
change their perceptions on how and how quickly aid
projects should be employed.
These few obstacles listed here are very important
considerations for a large amount ot "development" work will be
in changing the attitudes of donor agencies and host governments.
This work has a chance today for it is becoming very obvious to
mos t people working in development that the traditional
approaches do not wor k . In Somalia there have been 13 fisheries
development projects since the 1960 's costing millions of
dolla rs , today , there is l i t t l e if anything to show f or these
efforts. There is a new syndrome called "donor shock" which
seems to effect different donor agencies in different ways.
Some agencies have become very tight and restrictive about giving
funds in the h ope that this will pressure projects into working .
Ot he r agencies have thr own up their arms and glibly given away
millions of dollars with little or no hope of return. It appears
that the donor agencies are ready for a change in approach to
devel opment .
The government of Somalia i s most interested in receiving
enough money t o maintain its tremendous bureaucracy . Many
government o f f i c i a l s have dreams o f Somalia as as industrial
giant and may b e i n i t i a l l y hesitant to start with what they
already have , seeing this s t e p as a step backward rather than a
step forward .
8. CONCLUSION
The Somali boat building industry has great potential for
development as do other industrial sectors within Somalia. (25)
The success of the development will be deter mined by the degree
that the local entreprenuers are included and encouraged in
development. (26) Some of the major obstacles are to be found
within the donor agencies and the government itself.
Conciquently successful development also rests on the amount of
cooperation between all parties involved. The roles which CDP
could fill include1
- working towards strengthening its fishery department and
its influence within the Somali government.
- establishing a credit system which could supply boat
builders
with the necessary capital for tools and supplies at
fair interest rates.
- could push for better trading relations with Kenya and Sri
Lanka.
- could supply infrastructure in the form of demonstration
projects
to encourage private entreprenuers to invest.
Somalia has great potential to become self- reliant.
Given time and the appropriate approach to development,
remembering to use and invest in that which is Somalia will
surely lead back to Somalia's self-reliance.
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APPENDIX 4
EIGHT QUESTIONS TO ASK ABOUT
DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS:
1. Whose project is it? Is it the donor agency's?
-or-
Does it originate with the people involved?
2 . Does the project define the problem to be tackled as a technical
or physical deficiency (e.g., poor farming methods or depleted soils)
that can be overcome with the right techniques and skills?
-or-
Does it first address the underlying social, economic and polit-
ical constraints that stand in the way of solving the physical or
technical problem?
3. Does this project strengthen the economic and political position
of a certain group, creating a more prosperous enclave which then
becomes resistant to change that might abolish its privileges?
-or-
Does it generate a shift in power to the powerless?
4. Do new skills and information remain only with the leaders?
-or-
Does the project involve an ongoing educational process for all
the participants?
5 . Does the project, through the intervention of outside experts,
take away local initiative?
-or-
Does it generate a process of democratic decision-making and a thrust
toward self-reliance that can carryover to future projects?
6. Does the project reinforce dependence on outside sources for
material and skills?
-or-
Does it call forth local ingenuity, local labor and local mater-
ials, and can it be maintained with local skills?
7. Will success only be measured by the acheivment of objectives
specified at the outset?
-or-
Is the project open-ended, with success measured as the project
progresses?
8 . Is the evaluation a one-way process by which the donor judges
the recipient's performance?
-or-
Is it a two-way (if possible face-to-face) dialogue in which
the recipient also evaluates the donor and they together evaluate
the project?
sources: Lappe, K.M. , Food First: Beyond the Myt of Scarcity . (19'19 )
and Aid as Obstacle (1981).
APPENDIX 5
I
TRADITIONAL
(Third World)
-status through ascription
-hierarchical
-non-rational
-sacred/religion
-diffusism-custom
-undifferentiated
occupational structure
-primary production economy
-rural
-extended family
-political system
authoritarian
-static social order
-collective
-disdain for risk
MODERN
(u.s., Europe, Russia)
-status acheived
-egalitarian
-rationality
-secular
-specificity - laid out
-complex
occupational structure
-secondary and tertiary
-urban
-nuclear fami.l
-political system
pluralist ic/democratic
-high social mobility
-individualistic
-risk taking society
These social and cultural attributes are those which support-
ers of the modernization theory of development would inherent-
ly infer needed changing before a third world nation could
be considered modernized. This is a partial list you the
reader can probably think of many more. Note thE:; negative
tone in the words describing the traditional values.
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Appendix '1. .
Possible Areas of Cooperation Between CDP and USAID - a Discussion Paper
rMartin Vincent and Bruce B~~our
Consultants to CDP and USAiD
Mogadishu, June 4, 1985
The Coastal Development Proj ect is an
the task of settling drought victims
and materials needed to earn a living
completed.
independent project, formerly given
and providing them with the skills
as fishermen. This task has been
The Minister of Fisheries has given CDP a new role, and expanded its juris-
diction to cover the area from Baraawe up to the North East point of Ras
Assail. This area extends far beyond the original four settlements, and
includes a large number of traditional fishermen.
The new r ol e of CDP can be divided into 'two separate tasks:
1) settling secondary-school graduates and civil servants, and
providing them with the skills which are required to be
fishermen.
2) providing services to the existing fishing industry.
Although USAID will not be able to assist CDP with the task of settlement.
it could be interested in helping CDP provide services for the already
existing fishing industry. It is therefore suggested that funding for the
two activities be separated, and sought from separate sources.
The provision of services to the existing fishing industry would help CDP
in its task of resettling additional families. Once these families had
acquired their fishing skills and materials, and once they had become a
part of the existing fishing industry, they would benefit from these ser-
vices in the same way as other members of the existing fishing industry.
CDP could be responsible for the following services:
1) 'Fishertes equipment service
2) Boat building services
3) Mechanical services
4) Fish handling and transportation services
5) Communication and data collection services
6) A credit program for fishermen, boat builders,
mechanics, and fish dealers.
IJ.!. - p. 2 •
Functions of the suggested services could be as follows:
1) Fisheries Equipment Service
- To advise CDP and other ~porters of fishing gear on what materials
are needed by Somali fishermen.
- To purchase and sell the fishing equipment which is imported by CDP.
- To show fishermen the ways of assembling fishing gear.
- If the fish handling and transport service discovers markets for
species which are not currently being caught, the fisheries equip-
ment service could develop new fishing gear and fishing methods
for these species.
2) Boat Building Service
The current fishing industry includes a large number of traditionally
built boats. With the rise in the price of GRP boats, these GRP boats
are becoming uneconomical to operate. Therefore, the construction of tra-
ditional fishing boats, which are less expensive, should be encouraged.
COP could assist traditional Somali boat builders
- in obtaining wood, nails, caulking materials, tools, and other
necessities
- by including traditional boats in its future purchases for the
settlement program.
3) Mechanical Services
Within the existing fishing industry, there are a number of mechanized
boats which COP has maintained. CDP should continue to provide mechanical
services for these boats, through:
- The provision of workshops in each district, and one central
workshop in Mogadishu.
- The provision of skilled mechanics.
- The provision of spare parts.
4) Fish Handling and Transportation Services
While the handling and transportation of fish is best left in private
hands, COP could provide continuing services in this areas:
- Demonstration projects, such as CDP has done in Adale, to show
the econODlilc viability o f transporting fish in ice boxes. This
project was very successful, in that businessmen are now
2 - p3.
transporting fish from !dale to Mogadishu.
- By providing information on market possibilities, both within
Somalia and in other countries.
5) Communication and Data Collection Services
CDP presently uses radio to coordi~ate its activities in the various
regions. In addition, these rad 03 can be used to collect daily informa-
ion on landings, fish prices, ~ ~rket opporeunities. This information
is valuable for fish trans?ortat 0 , marketi~~, and for future planning.
!his service should be expanded .h 'oughout CDP's jurisdiction.
6) Credit Program
This program could assist fisher. an . boat builders, mechanics, and fi~n
dealers in establishing or axpnn in ~ their businesses.
If CDP wished to prov de the s ~ ic s outlined above, and attract funding
for them, CDP would have to stre h ;en the fisheries department and
demonstrate management capabilit . Specific suggestions would be to:
1) Increase the number of tr ned and skilled fisheries specialists
within the department.
2) Transfer management respon ibility of fisheries related infra-
structure, (such as fishin gear stores, mechanical workshops).
to the fisheries department.
3) To demonstrate the proper utilization of the previously establised
inventory and accounting procedures.
To summarize, CDP's mandate to continue its resettlement program is
recognized. It is also recognized that CDP has been given the additional
responsibility to assist the already existing fishing industry. These are
two separate functions, and funding for each function could come from a
separate source.. While USAID is unable to assist CDP in its resettlement
program, USAID is interested in discussing the possibility of working with
CDP to strengthen and assist the existing private fishing industry and
establishing private sector support agencies •
./
. ,
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HOW TO PROCESS BECHE-DE-MERE
A Potential Development ProJect for the Fisheries Dept.
Also known as Trepang, Zub-el-Bahr, Sea-Cucumber,
Holothurians • . These animals are found in many areas of
Somalia on sandy bottoms in quite shallow water near the
coast. They can be picked up when walking in shallow
water or sWimming •.
Proceed as follows to produce a valuable produce:
1. Collect from fishing area in a sack or net bag.
This should be kept under water all the t~e. If
possible find a shallow place where you can leave
them to build up a large number.
2. Make a fire and boil sea-water in a fuel drum cut in
half. Water must be bubbling and churning.
3. Make a small cut (!length of body) on the sida of the
animal ~h~ch is up when you collect it. Squeeze
body gen.tly so that stomach and internal organs are
pushed out of the hole at one end.
4. Put into strongly boiling water, keep water boiling for
45 minutes. Take out the anLmal which is now small and
tough like rubber.
5. Dig a hole in the sand. Put the animals in the hole a
few at a t~e and cover with sand. Each piece most
have sand allover its skin. Leave for one night in
the sand. .__
6. Rub-off the sand and the rough surface of the skin with
a brush or stone until clean.
7. Put again into boiling water and boil for 45 minutes.
8. Place a short stick across the cut to open it up and
put out on a mat to dry in the sun. Cover each night.
9. After four or five days the product should be as hard as
wood, if not leave to dry some more. Then put into sacks
and store. Insects will not attack this but after many
months redrying may be necessary.
10. This product can be marketed through the same channels as
shark fins and has a minLmum value in Singapore of US$4
per kg. Top quality is valued at US$lO - 12 per kg. This
is eauivalent to accroximatelv So.Shs.80.000 oer auintal.
Appendix '4.
ORA F or
Bow ~ C.D.P. list of reque.ts fit. into a ·Proqramme-
that could be addre.wed by a atrenq-thtmed and reorganized
Pisnerie. Oep~Dt qiven the mandate to provide Service. to
fiAlhe:naaD &Dd to stiaulate pri~te buaiDe•• 1nvolve..n~ in
fiaherie. proc1uc:1:iOD, .fUllerie. s.rvic. iDdua'trie., fisheries
marketinq and export of fishery products.
A. an.~mg.6G.nHl~lta~lm~H
A consultant to evaluate requ••t tor proc•••inq/marketinq
related services outside Maqad~shu area (Where J.I.C.A. Mission is
active). Reque.ted itama:-
1 ~ 1'ransport/Collec1:1on .vessel
2. Reqional cold store.
3. Rural Fish Markets
4. Cann1nq factories
1. Distric~ Workshops
2 • Mabile Workshop
3. Tractors
4 • Enqine. and spare parts
5 • Expert mechanic
1 • Fishinq Gear
2. Explor3tory Fishinq Boat
3. Expert Masterf1sherman
Radios, batteries and chargers
./ ...·
- 2 -
CI - p 2.
(A ~volv1nq Pund manaqed by. t:he somalJ.· o-wlopment Bank,
th1. e.D.p. Sern.c:. u t.o 1dent1fy, enc:ouraqe, verify and
.uppoR applJ.cat:~ fo~ funds from the pr1vai:e MC'tor).
i..
~~~~~~=~_~2~_-~~_==~
•
,
1 •. Boau
2. P1ah 1nq Gear
3. Markfta, COld St.ores, CAnn.1nq equJ.pment.
4. Enq1D•• , parts
S • VllhJ.cl•• , parts
a •••••••••••~•••a ••••••••a ••a ••
·§Yii~!;.~.~~~IiiiIlii*Q!·is required in oraer that.
t:he Fisheries Cepartment. may be reorganJ.zed and
s~nqthened so aa to increa•• 1t.s manaqement capabilJ.t.ies,
effJ.c1ancy ana accouneab11J.t.y. support would t.ake the
for:n of:-
1. Salary supplements
2 • VehJ.cles, fuel and maint.enance
3. Office r~J.ntenanc.
4. Office furnJ.ture and equipment.
5 • 'rra.1D.1Dq
6. Consult.ants
7. Experts
.' .
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8/6/85.
V1~ tJae ~eece o~ the paper vritt_ wenker the 'hiD Uu.1el
cODn11:.n. w:LcJa _ COIUI-inc the t1:mu"e pJ 8D1nc _ere CeDeP. 181'0_.
!lma 01D." objective 1. to proY1ele sernee. tor the alr" a:::1a1:mc
prifti:e t1wh1nc~. 'mI.e wq ,.. ..... to proT1cie the 8er"1'1ee. is
MIt fOU01IIII-
1. CeDeP. 18 to proY1cie the foUowiDc 8er"1'1ce. 1:0 the alread;r a:::l.n~
prifti:e~.
A.. P1aheriea equ.1.~_t swv1eea
~. !oat ~d1Dc sft"'li...
C. .8011_1cal aerY'1cn
D. Pi_ KaDd. llDc aDd. traDapOrtion. serY'1ee.
E. C<mIl1mi.e-'1OD ael Date COUect1OD s8Z"'l'ice.
1'. A. Cred:i.1: progro_ tar fisherm., !oa1: hilcler1l, XechaD:icu an4 l'iah Dealers services
!. CeDeP. 'ro ri:r-a~llea the J1iah..iu Depat'tutellt, theret'oD2, it cc proYide the serric
A• ..",. mere""DC the I'lIIIb.. of traiDeci aDd. sld.lled. Pisherie. specia.Ua1:. rith in the
Depu1:mct.
~. by tnDaterr1Dc~ rellpODJl1p:Uiv o~ P1....1e. related. in:tra.struc'tare
(S"cll.. P1.IIh1.Dc) gec-noI., .ecltpical workshop. ice plat etc, to the Fisherie.
Dep&T1:DlCl'1:.
C. by Demcm.nra1:mc the proper =:1J.j,ca1:1OD o~ the prev10usq estabUiahed. inTel1tor:r
aDd. &CCqant1zlc.- P1!Oc-dnrea. _
D.. by"&1locatiDC J. hdpt to the f'1aheries -»-epartla-n..
E. by prortd:1Dc J. tloor ~ o~f1c.. to the PisUrie. Dep8Z"tJact.
-- n"~oreC-.D-.P.-t.-req,uedlDc -a;tmii( - to 1ft 1t chaDgecq aDd CB:rr7 out
the &boTe IIcrtiODed. serrice••
aDJERlJ, OP C. D. P.
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Evaluation of new revolving-fund
system and possible expansion
Arrival of £40,000 of nets end sele
Identify end renovate offices
Establish procedures
Make written commitment to tra n er
management responsibilities of
gear stores to fisheries department
Specification of £40,000 of nets
Arrival of small quantity of aDA
nets and trial of the new
rotating net-fund system
Make witten commitment to tranefer
the required trained and skilled
fisheries technicians to the department
Prepar~ funding request for salery ',
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",~hi l workshop
arrange financing, specify engines,
spare parts, too~s, and materials
Ali Yusuf gop e to England for
training
set up central workshops and
spare store
Request ODI\ f
submit request for consultant study
Train 2 new mechanics for Ali's
absence
I\rrival and operation of mobile
workshop
Transfer spares store to fisheries
department
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Expansion of data collection from
additional areas
Finish off ice plant and stores
Establish . data collection method~'
Transfer assistant to Abdil Nor
submit request for consultant study '
Prepare financing p~oposai for additional
radios
Transfer 2 english-speaking fisheries
technicians
Saiid, current head of ~vision,
goes to England for 3 years of training
consultant performs work
Fish Handling and Transport Service
Communication, Data Collection, Planning
draw up credit program proposal in
consultation with USAID contract
analyst and Somali Development Bank
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Ter.ms of Reference: Boatbuilding Consultant
Background:
Traditional Somali boat-build~g_hasbeen overlooked since resettlement
programs began ten years ago and hunreds of foreign boats were imported.
Traditional Somali boats currently outnumber foreign - designed boats by
more than 2: 1, and are graving in number as the overall size of the
industry graws. Locally built traditional boats are more easily modified
in design to fit local needs than mass - produced ones, and offer savings
of 50%.
Work to be Perfot'1lled:
The consultant shall work with CDP in assessing the potential role of
traditional Somali boat-building, and planning the development of this
sector on Somalia's East coast.
Specifically, the consultant will:
1) Document the current status of the sector; the number of
boat-builders working, th. types of boats being constructed,
the materials required, and the costs.
2) Determine the future role of traditionally built boats;
which fisheries are they most united for. which fisheries
are they unsuited for, how do they compare with Sri Lanka
and GRP boats in terms of cost, production of fish, and
safety.
3) What steps should be taken if one wished to increase the
production of traditionally built boats.
A draft copy or summary of the final report will be submitted to CDP for
discussion before the consultant leaves Somalia. The final copy will be .~
submitted in the U. S.
Schedule:
To ease travel problems, it is suggested that the consultant work during
a dry period, such as mid-October to mid-December.
1 week, Kenya, for orientation and to visit wood exporters
7 weeks, Somalia
1 week, U. S., to prepare final version of report.
A total of 9 weeks.
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TermS of Reference: Seafood Handling and Transpor~ation Consultant
Background:
The Coastal Development Project is planning to strengthen its fisheries
department and establish a seafood handling and transpor~ation service.
Thi~ service would be aimed at assisting the private sector to develop
in this area by providing information and by carrying out demonstration
projects.
Work to be Performed:
The consultant shall work with CDP in streng~hening its seafood handling
and trans~or~ation service.
Specifically, the consultant will:
1) Document the current system of fish distribution and marketing
frClll Brava to Ras ABail.
2) Plan the developmen~ of this sector during the mex~ three
years; the roles of CDP, the roles of private businessmen.
3) Determine what infrastructure and technical assistance is
required for this development.
4) Work with CDPs section of data co1lec~ion and planning to
coordinate their work
5) In general terms, assess CDPs effor~ to strengthen its fish-
eries .department, its success in assisting the priva~e sector,
and assist CDP in planning its effor~s during the next year.
A draf~ co~y or summary of the final repor~ will be submitted to CDP for
discussion before the consultant leaves Somalia. The final copy will be
submitted in the U. S.
Schedule:
1 week, Tro~ical Products Institute, England and INFOFISH, Rome
7 weeks, Somalia
1 week, U. S. A., to pre~are final version of repor~.
A total of 9 weeks.
of THE C. O. P.
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Appendix 14.
Landings and eatcn per effort.
source: Biologist/statistician. Stellan Elmer. end of assignment
report. February 1985.
R:egion 1
Ras. Chiambone is a small village a few Icilomete;rs froln the
Kenyan border. ~t formes a fishing cooperative together with
3urgao,situa~eo at a small river mouth ~ome 20 Icm to the north.
Apart from fishing for. the local consumption,th. cooperative
contributes witn risn ta tne fish factor~ in Kisimayo. Accord-
ing to tne latest informa~ion there are 12 .operating motor boats
an~ 13 sailing boats. The people in the villages have a lot of '
sheep and goats and some camels and cows. Ouring some parts of
the year,they grow sorghum in the cle~rings'in the forest.
e.rtain: seasons· the f'ishermen pt.1t. up camps on . the isl ands, fish ir
for sharks ana dry-salting the catch,whicn is exported dj~ec~ly
to Kenya. this is dane mainly by the fishermen in Ras Chiambone,
8urgaa and Kulmis. Gillnets and long-lines are the main gear
for this kind of fishing. The fish,which is delivered to Kisima)
is mainly cough.t with beach seines. Ouring the calm ne r Lcos
trol.lin.g for big pelagic fish occures. The fishermen also dives
for spiny lobster. They usually go to the outer islands, but
.. -.".. .
._----
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still· not 't o the most exposed· areas alon'g the reef ,\.Ihich is
normally found outsida the islands. This probably means, that
there is a stock of lobster in very exposed areas,rarely exploit·
ed,which prevents overfishing. Tha fisherme~ use a mask,a \.I06dan
stick on which they put some octopus and a small hoop-net. I
once joined sam. fishermen ta see how th~y operated. Ue \.lent
ta suitabla :ocky places with ston~s and small caves,i~ \.Ihich
the lobsters hid~ during day time. Ue found lobsters from two
to about ten metras dapth,whicn is tha maximum for the di~ers.
As soon as a diver caught sight of :a lobst.r,he put the ~ait
in front of it and it was amazing how fast the lobster was
at'tracted to" the bait. Uh.n it came· out of its cave, the diver
only had' to put th. ne~ ".behind the lob.s1:er. Within, 3/4 . of' an
hour three divers cau~ht about five Kg. The divers se.m to r
operate only when they know that the transport boat is comming,
and. very few. of· them store the lobster in cages. ~ost of the
lobster is sold to the S~p fish factory in Kisimayo.
In Kulmis there are eight operational motor boats and thirty
sailinq boats. The conditions are about the same as in Ras
Chiambane and Burgaa. Beach seining inside the islands, trolling
and gillnetting occuras in about' the same way. ,-
In Kisimayo 26 motor ooats are operational and tne same numoer
. . '
of sailing boats. These ooats deliver mast of their catch direct
to the fish factory.and tnere is less fishing for sharks. It
seems to be mare suitable bottoms for lobster further south.
"-
Tne fish factory produces frozen fish and lobster and small
amounts of smaked fish. The fish is axpartep in order to genera
harc currency but sometimes it is also sold locally,e.g. to
the mode~n" fish market in ~ogadishu. The fish cought in the
beach seines is dominated by Siganus and many different kinds
of Lethrinus. These are small and medium size of fisn. By gill-
netting,hand-lining - trolling and long-lining large fish are
cought,for example sharks,snappers,Caranx and tunas. Not all
the fish is however delivered to the fish factory. According
to estimations I made among a faw fishing boats,average about
30 ~ of the catch was kept for local consumption. This was
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mainly small fi~h or species not accepted by the collecting
boats from the fish factory. Sometimes very small fish and
lobster are caught •. these must not be accepted by the fish
factory,which also apply to female lobster ~ith eggs. Evan.
if the eggs are removed i~ is easily detected. In 1983 the
S~P fa~tory produced totally 560 tons of fish of .hich about ~
80 t~ns were spiny labster~ According to my estimates another
240 tons never reached the factory because it was onsumed
locally. According to the latest information I cou d get before
I lef~ Somalia,the SMP production for 1984 is about 530 tons.
1 also made some inquiries in the 'villages about the prod~cticn
"" . .- '
of dry-salted fish an~ I estimated at l~ast 200 tons frash
weight to be exported to Kenya. Assu~ing that the local consump-
tion was - aaaut the sam. ,as previous year the to~al. production '
ol" region-.1 - in:·1 984 is close to 1000 tons. . __ ' .\ . ,-
Region 2 .~is ~ quit. large village about 200 km south of Mogadishu.~~r. nina opera~ional motor boats~six-Sri Lankan and three
Gr••k,and thi~ty huuris. Most of the fish is consumed locally~
but. lot of it is d=,~salted and exported to Kenya. The main
gear are gillnets and hand-lines. In January -84 the total
ca~ch was 11 .532 Kg,al' which 6 955 were taken by six Sri Lankan
boats and 4 577 by 12 huuris. During February and March only
5 968 Kg resp~ -6 860 w~re caught totally. However five of the
Sri Lankan beats were fishing sharks sou~h of Brava during 45
days. Their catch correspends to a fresh weight of about 12 ton~
In Apr.il 9 214 Kg were landed and during the first 2S days of
~ay 5 S26 Kg; From there on the sea became mare and mare rough,
'.
and fishing stopped. during Juna,July and August. The total
catch of this period is thus about 51 tons. Ir comparision
is made wi th September to 'De c e mb e r -83 the estimate for the
total catch of 1984 will be about 80 tons.
El Ahmed is a small village only 15 km south of Merca. There
are nine operational motor boats,mast of them Sri Lankan,and
only three huuris. Gillnets are the most common gear. The fish
is often transparted to Merca or Mogadishu. In January six
I
Sri Lankan boats cough~ a '5 90 K9~ In February the catch ~as
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As in 3rava there has ceen no fishing during June,July and
August cecause of rough weather. The total production of El
Ahmed fram January to August is therefore 36 5S2 Kg. Uhen compar-
ed to the production of the last part of -83 the estimate for
the whole of -84 will be about S5 ton~.
~erca is situated about 100 km south of ~ogadishu and it is
~ Quite large"~illag•• There are ten operational fibre-gass
boats (6,5 m),which are produced in the GRP factory in Mogadishu
As much as 75 huuris are scattered in the coastal surroundings.
The rish production in January was 29 223 Kg. This amaunt~ of
fish was cought by ten GRP boats and twenty huuris. In ~ecruary
there were 12 GRP boats and 31- huuris,~.ndihg 25 750 Kg. During
. -
"'arch, Ap:il. and ~ay 52 710, 84 910 resp.- 78 130 Kg wer' caught.
In- this period 11 motor boats and 34 huu~is were oper,ating.
In.~un. the catch was 45 250 Kg and because of the rough.weat~er
only 4 145 Kg in July. This makes a total of slightly· more than.
320 tons from January t.o. July." f"rom August to December -83
256 tons ' were cought. If assumed the catch will_be the same
in these months -84 the total will ce 576 t.ons. "'ost of this
fish is consumed in ~erca and the adjacient inland villages •.
Sometimes the fish is transported to ~ogadishu.
In ~ogadish~ there are up to 35 operational GRP boats (6,5 m) -
but' normally much less are operating at' the same time. There
. .. .
are alscL~bo_u.t 30 huuris. Mostly hand-lines are used,f-or d ame r s s
fish during the windy seasons and trolling for cig pelagic fisb:
during the calm seasons. Also gillnetting occurs. The way of
fishing reminds a lot of that of ~erca. In January only 2 855
Kg were caught in ~ogadishu but only ten GR~ coats per day were
fishing. The following month the catch was 9 918 Kg and in Marct
38 135 Kg. This time,like the following months,average 23 coats
were fishing. 80th motor coats and huuris land their catches
at the same place and i~ is sometimes difficult to differ cetwe
their eatches. In April and ~ay the catches were 42 4S0 Kg and
31 114 Kg. During June as much as 114 065 Kg were caught and
in July 67 017 Kg. In these last two months about 26 boats
operated per day. In August the praduct~on was 34 495 Kg and
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in September 40 26~ Kg. The total production of ~ogadishu for
these nine first months a~ounts 380 .3 1 8 Kg. If the . producti~n
of Octaber,Navember and December keeps to the average of the
ather nine man~hs,~hich is plausible, the total production of
~ogadish~ is som.what more ~han 50a tons. rhere are normally
six' lIIotor boab fishing in the small village Gesira some 25
. .
km to the south of ~o~adishu. A~cording to my information these
boa~s have a somewhat low.r catch rate than in ~ogadishu and
f hav. estimated their production for -84 to about 100 tons.
In Adal. about 150 km nortn of Mogadishu there are sever~l
kinds of boat~. Between six and eight Sri Lankan boats ~ave
been operating during 1984. There are also two Russian boats,
four GRP (6,S m) and three huuris. Tha tw~ ~inistry boats, one
GRP (a,s m) and one Japanesa,are also operating in this area.
Th. boats are however operating in diff.rent paces d4ring :
rdifferen.t'.. seasons. Sometimes south at" Adal. and sometimes far
nort~ in region ~ •. Yhe~ the fishermen go far from Adale a~d
,
put up their camps,for exemple in Ilka Uus or ~l Oere,they go
fishing for sharks ~ith gillneta and dry-salt the fish normally .
Close' to ' Adale they oftan use hand-lines and ~hen the sea ,.,
i~ good they are trolling for big pelagic fish. The to -
from this ar.e~ ~as in January 51 270 Kg,in rebruary 5 561 ~~,
in ~.rcn 111 32Z Kg.and in April 67 840 Kg. During ~ay and June
tn. catches ~e~. as high as 393 240 and 279 133 Kg. During the
rough weather in July the landings ~er. only 17 652 Kg. The
total catch for these months is almost 1000 tons. This high
pro~uction is mainly from shark fishing along a ve~y long coast
lina and the very high figures from ~ay and June,probably depen
on that the sharks com. close to the coast for spa~ning and
feeding. The average fQr the production for the other five
months is prObably a gooa indication for the production of the
last months of -84. The estimation of the total production of
-84 in the Adale are s therefore 1 250 tons. When added up
the total pro d c :ion ~ region 2 ~ill be 2 SS8 tons. As mention
above this fig ur includes landings far up in region 3.
~l Dere is situated some 150 km north ~f Adale.
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Region J
A lot of the production in region 3 is already mentioned under
region 2. Th.rs" are very few motor boats in region 3 and it
is doubtful if any of them can operate during this bad fuel
situation. The main production comes therefore from the huuris.
Accarding to the latest information there are about 15 huuris
in the main cantra Obbia and· the same number in Garacad. As
furthar north the production is concentrated on gill netting
for sharks',which is dry-salted. Haadlining and trolling also
occu:. ~ith an annual production of 20 tons per huuri the lamdin~
•
in .Obbia is 300 tons. Depending on problems with transportation
..
th~ production in other areas ~s prObably very low. and an esti- ~
mate of the production of tha northern part of region 3 is
400 tens.
Region 4 f
From the northern regions i~ is difficult to get ~roduction
figures on a monthly basis,not only because of distances and
communicatio~ problems but also depending on the way of fishing.
As most of the rishing is concentrated on production of dry-
salted fish, the boats often move to remote parts of the c.oast
far. away from the villages and the amount of fish caught is
'no r ma l l y not detected until the boats return aftar several
months. The following figures are therefore annual production
figures from 83/84. The fishing season normally starts in
October and ends in April - May. Gillnets are the main gear
bu~. trolling for big pelagic fish dU~ing the calm seasons is
also important. Region 4 seems to include the richest fishing
grounds. There are plenty of big and small pelagi~s as Yell
as demersal fish.
There are nine Sri Lankan motor boats in Ejl,Yhicri are operatic
and eight beden. The beden are sailing boats described above.
The production during 83/84 is 116 t~ns. This figure is cenver1
to fresh weight -rem dry yeight. Tegether yith the local con-
sumption,yhich is according to my figures more than so tons,
the total production of ~yl is about 170 tons. By the end of
-B4 some mere motor boats have probably been put into operation
.:
- --. . --_._- -. __..
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In Bender Beyla th.ere are four Sri Lankan coats cut the main
production come. from the 36 bedea. In October,November and
OeceMber tn.' production corresponds to a frash weight of 150
tona. rrom January to ~ay the landings were about 450 tons and
figu~es. from the fresh fish consumption indicates 50 tons. Tha
total prOduction of Bender Beyla is thus about 650 tons.
In Hordio there are three operational Sri Lankan boats,twelve
beden and ten huuris. In the closely situated Ras Hafun the
numbe~ of operational Sri Lankan boats is four~ There ar~ 23
.
beden an~ nin. huu~is. The production 83/84 in Hordio was 714
toris fresh weight and together with the local consumption the
. "
estimate is about 750 tans~ In Ras Hafun the production was . _
1164 tans, which together with the- fresh fish consumpt.ion is· . ..
estimated to be close to 1 200 tons.
\'
In Bargal,clos~ to the horn or africa,there are nine Sri lank~n
boats, 26 beden and 64 huuris. The total production is,according
to recent in~ormation,only 350 tons for 83/84.
The tot.~· product.ion for region 4 in 83/84 is 3 120 tons.
ApIJcnd ix 15(a)
Above: Somali bo a t b u i l der f r t. t.Lno deck planck with smal l
hand saw.
L ar ge se t t t nc Ohm" be i ng bur l t. on the b eac h in Kt s rceyo.
Soma l L:L
Appe n d i x 15 ( b).
:-'t-'t-'t:::IIU 1/\ it).
This shipwright is chipping away atb. jungle "crook,"
shaping it to form a rib. The ribs are- shaped out of the
mass o] branches piled up on the shore: .£.aJ:h 'is selected
with care for its curvature.
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viecting the Mogadishu Saunter
Twenty minutes later , the ' Co
directed me across the mar
floor to teller window num
nine. There,.behind a bullet-pr
Window, was a perfectly bl:
ledger book, no money, no hun
being.
Ten minutes later, a seer
clerk walked into the hoc
dropped off my traveler's chr
and, without saying a wo
walked away. After 10 mr
minutes. a third clerk came in a
cheerfully gave me my money.
THE CASUAL approach to bu
ness in Mogadishu extends aJso
religion. Wild-eyed Khomeine
and gun-toting Shiit ism do r
wash in ':-is officially Islan
state. Women on the cit-
streets wear no veils. Loose- t
ting wraps of cotton and silk E
pose their faces. their arms anc
goodly portion of their backs.
1975 . when 10 fundamental.
mullahs protested anew law g:
ing property rights to Somali ow
men. the mullahs were shot. I
quor is sold here every day.
"All of us are nomads or t:
descendents of nomads. A nom
does not know if tomorrow tl
water well will dry up or if ~
goats will he eaten by hyena
This g~ves us an instinctive
pragmatic approach to life," e
plains Ibrahim Mohamud Abya
president of the Somali Institu
for Administration. Developrne:
and Management.
It does a Somali no goo
Abyan says, to be a fanatic.
It is. therefore, nomadic fat:
ism. not Islamic fanaticism. th
explains why teen-age Somali so
cer players continue to cool off
the late afternoons by swimmir
naked among the sharks.
One evening. just before su :
set, I watched them play SIX, !
and swim in the sea. Fatalistic
not, they approached the su:
skitt ishly and no one stayed in th
water very long.
- Blaine Hardi
mounds of overripe bananas. in-
fectious somnolence lurks behind
every tea stall.
Market teamsters, who dr ive
donkey carts into the city at
. dawn. sack out on the empty beds
' . of their carts as soon as they have
unloaded the day 's haul of man-
goes or mutton. They snore con-
tentedly as their donkeys, still in
harness. stand immobile, slowly
blinking their long eyelashes in
the ferocious morning sunlight.
Afternoon finds shoe-shine
boys asleep on shady sidewalks.
their heaqs resting 'on piles of
brushes. shoe polish and rags.
. Polio cripples. their spiny legs
splayed beneath them. sleep. too.
on the sidewalks. At the Mo-
gadishu duty-free '!lhop, which
only opens in the afternoon and
only sells to customers with for-
eign passports. the music on the
store's stereo is Dave Brubeck's
"Take Five."
Even when Mogadishu is mo-
bile and conscious. the city's rou-
tine business is performed adagio.
Consider. for instance. the cash-
ing of a traveler's check.
I attempted this transaction at
8 a.m. at Mogadishu's largest fi-
nancial institution. the Central
Bank of Somalia. At the sight of
my check, a clerk slowly turned
away from the foreign exchange
counter and commenced a languid
and extended search for four
sheets of carbon paper. He calmly
swiped an ancient adding machine
from another clerk's desk. It
needed to be plugged in. howev-
er. This necessitated a slow-mo-
tion wrestling match with the
Central Bank's primary power
source: A long black extension
cord snaking across' the center of
the bank's marble floor.
After 30 minutes of logistics
." and calculations. the clerk said,
"Go sit on that bench and wait."
have perfected a deliberate. dig-
nified . pace that allows them to
stroll the crumbling, sand-swept
streets of this 1 .000-year-old city
without breaking into a sweat.
Unless one adopts this Mo-
gadishu saunter. one sweats mis-
erably and steps on the (often
bare) heels of the locals. There is
little point. anyway. in rushing
around this town of 1 million pe0-
ple. For when one arrives on time .
for an appointment. the object of
that appointment often is not in.
The workday begins, allegedly,
at 7 a.m. and ends at 3 p.m.• when
offices close and everyone saun-
ters home for a nap. Many gov-
ernment offices. however, are
empty all day . as evidenced by
endlessly ringing telephones.
Behind this ringing emptiness
stands the abysmal pay scale of
Somali civil servants. They have
not' had a pay raise in 26 years.
Department heads earn only $30
a month. barely enough to feed a
family of four here for a week.
Many civil servants. therefore.
have outside business interests.
And. since Mogadishu sleeps in
the afternoon. these bureaucrat-
.en trepeneurs .would go broke if
they did not take care of business
by ducking out" on jobs in the
morning.
. . ". ' .
"IT IS ONE of the odd character-
istics of the climate ... that it is
practicaUy impossible to remain
both immobile and conscious."
Evelyn Waugh wrote this a haJf
century ago of Aden. a city north
of here on the southern tip of the
Saudi Arabian peninsula. But the
observation fits contemporary
lTTACKS aside. there ' Mogadishu.
~ little running. brisk, In the city's central market. a
, expeditious movement . . sandy, fly-infested sprawl of goat
d in this steaming city . : carcasses. cassette tapes, ravish-
an Ocean. Somalis here. ' ing Somali wo~n and great
. .
can always 'te ll ·, when ·
een an attack," said the
. who did not want to be
by name, fearing what
be Somali government's
s" to sharks, "because
ne running to the beach
irections, " . .
MOGADISHU. Somalia
prowl the surf that breaks
beside this desert city.
tese lured to Mogadishu's
about six years ago when
ssians, then patrons of So-:
built a seaside slaughter-
ust north of town. Severa!
year these sharks, excited
rlood and offaJ that slithers
ie beach and into the sea.
ens of Somalia.
Ie Anglo-American· Beach
seedy, hospitable estab-
t on the be*:h. expatri-
nd theirafternoons drink-
nish beer. sunbathing.
t. not swimming and rem-
about shark attacks.
my own eyes.... testified a
geologist who works for
ted NationS in Somalia.
en three people killed.
his leg bitten off. another
s and three months ago I
. young man reach for a
that had been kicked into
He lost both arms up" to
MS.- .
ierican diplomat confirms
rt of the youth who lost
(and later died) fetching
ban. The Somali ministry
1 says there have been
shark attacks on the Mo-
beach in .the past seven
P t § Ju ly R. . 1.' Q. » a.s*Washington os t (
..
Lateen rig on a 7.8 meter saillng masnura, Ue .lllY
, • .J
.1.VW\':".I.v_ •
.tional wooden Mashura, .
the fine European lines
he transom.
